Fashion Design
Instructor: Ahliah Brezeau

*Please Note* The Fashion Campers will embark on a journey to the local thrift store during camp. Please send them with a small amount of money (perhaps $10) that can be spent on extra supplies during this trip.

Please Bring to Camp:
1 Plain White T-Shirt
Pearl Head Sewing Pins
Fabric Scissors
Spools of Thread:
   1 White
   1 Black
Fashion Magazines (current or vintage (needs to be able to be cut up)
Sketchbook (at least 9x12)
Pencils, Pens, Markers, Colored Pencils

Optional/Recommended Supplies:
Sewing Notions
Buttons
Ribbon
Sequins/Gems
Iron-on Appliqués
Zippers
Fabric that you Absolutely LOVE (1 yard max. This does not have to be new-it can be something you want to up-cycle).
Hand Sewing Needles
Measuring Tape

Sewing Machine (if you have one, DO NOT buy for camp)
Dress Form (if you have one, DO NOT buy for camp)

There will be some additional fabrics and notions to choose from that are being donated, but it is unknown as to what will be available.